
Radio Queens University - Annual General Meeting
Tuesday, January 21st, 2019

6pm Grad Club, Queen’s

1. Call to order
- At 6:15pm

2. Establishment of Quorum (need 30 members)
- Not at 6:01pm
- Quorum reached at 6:14pm, several undergrads being wrangled to 

support this

3. Ratification of Chair & Secretary
- Moved by Hugh A., seconded by Adam W.
- Motion carried

4. Call for New Business
- no calls for new business

5. Approval of Agenda
- Moved by RHB, seconded by Hugh A.
- motion carried

6. No minutes from 2018 available (lack of quorum)

7. Ratification of Board (see Pg.2)
- Dave Cunningham reads aloud the list of board members as of January 
21, 2019 - a roll call
- reintroduction of Daniel Beals, back on the board, and thank yous to
 Graeme Langdon for his service
- point of information from Hugh A. - ‘what is the SGPS’ - definition given - 
Society of Graduate & Professional Students
- some vacancies on the board: staff representative, university staff & 
faculty rep, AMS rep from Radio Club
- motion to ratify from Barb McDougall, seconded by Frank 
- motion carried
- point of information from Daniel Beals: - what is the timeline for filling 
these?



8. Committee Reports (2-3 minutes please)
1. Human Resources

No current report, but the last meeting of the Board includes some 
information regarding current HR issues 
- Dan Bradshaw could not be present

2. Finance & Fundraising

GL acclaimed to position of Treasurer at Jan 3 meeting.
 

Year began with immediate spending obligation (Queen’s alumni donation) 
requiring budget allocation in 2018-2019 financial year – ultimately allocated 
during Mar. 7 Board meeting.

 
Early book-keeping challenges: CFRC budget documents not in-line with 
new/updated bookkeeping documents maintained by bookkeepers w/ Quick 
Books. Dinah tackled this over course of the year.

 
In 2019, the activity of the Finance & Fundraising Committee was guided largely 
by the financial situation precipitated by the Conservative government’s Student 
Choice Initiative. As a result of this initiative, CFRC was deemed a “non-
essential” service and our mandatory student fee was converted to an optional 
fee. Needless to say, this was a huge blow to CFRC and other campus 
organizations. 84% of CFRC’s operating budget derives from student fees...the 
vast majority of this comes from AMS members.

 
The possible outcomes of the SCI necessitated that we prepare a second "worst 
case scenario" budget in the event of that the floor drops out from under us. 
Worst case would involve high levels of opt out, resulting in loss of budget and 
income, and possibility that the University would withdraw support and starts 
charging rent. Your Board and Station Manager were very actively on other fronts
trying to understand and prepare for SCI (eg. collaboration with NCRA-Affiliated 
stations, Letters to MPP and other individuals, etc.)

 
The projected budget was passed at April Board meeting with an amount of 
$220,700. The worst case scenario (or “skinny” budget) was approved for 
possible implementation at Aug. 29 meeting for an amount of $132,700. This 
budget has a lot of penny pinching, especially on staffing.

 



The student opt-in/out period lasts from September 3 to 30. In the end, we 
walked away with approximately $137,000 compared to approximately $184,000 
in 2018-19 and $151,000 in 2017-18. This was a blow, but not as bad as we had 
expected, and not terribly far off our projected amount of $155,000. Many thanks 
owed to students and station staff who worked tirelessly to get the word out.

 
In the latter third of 2019, the Board and Station management were focused on 
preparations for Funding drive. This year we took a new approach modelled on 
CJAI Amherst Island’s success with Gofundme model. Results very positive. We 
projected to make $15,000 and Dinah set a goal of $20,000 and we exceeded 
those goals by approximately $7500 and $2500 for a total around $22,500.

[General applause from the floor]
 

Now we are coming up on the referendum. In 2017 our fee was approved as 
mandatory. With the SCI, we were deemed non-essential and our fee was 
converted to optional. But as you may have read the SCI was struck down by the
Divisional Court of Ontario following a lawsuit by the York Federation of Students
(YFS) and the Canadian Federation of Students–Ontario (CFS–O). Almost 
immediately, the Ontario government announced that it will appeal. This left the 
status of various Queen’s campus organizations unclear with a referendum fast 
approaching. A couple weeks ago we were informed that we could choose to 
campaign as a mandatory or optional fee. It is highly regrettable that we had so 
little time to discuss this decision – in fact we only had about 36 hours. 
Ultimately, the Board has decided that we will pursue a mandatory fee. Please 
spread the word and encourage AMS members to vote YES! CFRC is a vital 
contributor to the Queen’s and Kingston community.

Dave asks for questions from the floor - 
Eric D. asks: Do we have a timeline on the appeal process and final decision on 
Student Choices Award?  - Dave answers could take years
Matt S. asks: Station’s financial year? - Dave may to may
Frank W. asks: ‘What happens with the fees regarding the appeal and return of 
mandatory fee?’ Short answer: Dinah answers, it’s complicated - but the 
mandatory fee if rejected will not switch to optional - not sure moving forward
Rachael asks:  How close was the referendum? Dinah answers it was very close 
- 51%, and notes this 2020 fee is particularly challenging - low turnout - and 
threshold goes up as number of voters goes down

Motion to receive final report - Moved by Matt S., seconded by Adam W.



Carried 
General applause for Graeme Langdon

3. Policy

Lavie cannot be present, just took on the position, no meeting of the committee

4. Marketing & Outreach

Short update from Daniel Beals
Wants to implement stability and regularity, and an increase in awareness and 
outreach, and recognition that the student population cannot be relied upon - new
ideas and new motions
General call out for new members on the committee - finding new means 
No questions
Acceptance moved by Hugh A., seconded by RHB
Motion carried

5. Grievance

Explains functions and quiescence of this committee - a good thing

6. Strategic Planning

No general update for the AGM

7. 100th Anniversary 

Dave reports that the committee is quite expanded
[just use the updates from the meeting]

 Creation of a CFRC story and application has been made for a postage stamp for
2022 to have CFRC’s 100th anniversary recognized. Doug F. has been involved 
in pulling together our archives and contacts with alumni in the past. Other plans 
are a little more temporary
Andrea moves, Matt seconded

8. Radio Club

RHB is called upon by Dave to do an update on the Radio Club
- AGM recently occurred on the 13th of January, 2020 - these minutes can be 
added
- main points are review of the constitution
- launch of Listen Up
- more socials and events
- decision to keep the existing Radio Club name 



- work of Deena with the DJ workshops
RHB asks for questions or comments - 
Dinah: - Offers thanks for the Radio Club and their morale building efforts
Acceptance moved by Hugh A., seconded by Eric D.
Carried

9. Station Manager’s Report

CFRC has had a good year overall in spite of some struggles.  We passed our 
SGPS referendum campaign last winter and continue to collect a 7.50 sent 
optional fee from graduate and professional students at Queen's.  The Student 
Choice Initiative had a massive impact on our budget lines when our previously 
mandatory undergraduate student fee went optional in September.  The 
immediate impact is that we are short staffed, having not replaced our Program 
Coordinator after Nick's contract ended in November.  We await the outcome of 
our current campaign to renew our mandatory fee with the AMS membership to 
make decisions about budgeting and hiring.  At the other end, the Student 
Choice Initiative's impact had a positive impact on our fundraising campaign this 
year, which we extended to two months rather than one week.  As we used our 
airwaves and an online campaign, we also did not spend really any money on 
fundraising as we have in years' past.  

We continue to see an uptick in interest in volunteering on the airwaves and 
developing podcasts.  I am looking forward to working closely with Radio Club 
this coming year to develop further our volunteer training and the coordination of 
current volunteers at CFRC to assist in our training and mentorship of new 
recruits, and refresher training, program reviews for current volunteers.  We do 
need volunteer assistance as we are quite short staffed.   I am also very keen to 
work with our volunteers on developing news programming including weekly 
magazine programs and 1-2 minute top of the hour news reports.  I would love to
see a committee formed to begin this collaborative work and to provide even 
greater value to our listeners.

I am also keen to develop an equity committee to reintroduce anti-oppression 
training mechanisms for new volunteers and refreshers for continuing volunteers 
so that we can ensure safe, inclusive space at the station and in our 
broadcast/podcast products.  Currently we no longer do anti-O training as we 
have in the past because we do not have a qualified trainer.  I would like to 
create a committee that can be trained so that we have a number of folks who 
can assist in this crucial training mechanism within our mandate/mission.  Past 
Station Manager Kristiana Clemens wrote the Anti-O handbook for the NCRA for 
use at station's nation-wide.  CFRC in the past had a great leadership role to play



in inclusive airwave development, and we have an opportunity to renew this 
national leadership again.

[Point of information from Adam W.] Would news updates be syndicated? Dinah: 
No, in house - hurtle is coordinating this]
[Point of information from Hugh A.] Out of date PSAs and Promo , as well as out 
of place - Hugh suggests a list or something - but Dinah affirms it is being 
improved.]

CFRC's advertising and sponsorship revenues are lower than expected this year 
and I would also like to work with our volunteers and our Marketing Committee to
develop incentives for volunteers to help us identify and sign clients and do some
of the creative content as well.  We also need our volunteers to help us develop 
new PSA content...some of our PSAs are well over a decade old and are no 
longer relevant.  I would like to identify a team of folks willing to work with our 
community partners (and identify new groups on and off campus) who want to 
use our airwaves to let community members know about important services of 
which they can take advantage (ie: I just reached out to the City of Kingston 
about warming centres around town).

The Shortwave Radio Theatre Festival is also a fantastic project CFRC will be 
running on the airwaves in November 2020 at the launch of our next funding 
drive.  We've received sizeable grants for these projects, but would love to have 
our volunteers get involved as well...voicing cameos, assisting with editing, 
seeking sponsorships, developing marketing materials and more!  

I'd also like to take a moment to thank our volunteers for their incredible work on 
and off the airwaves to promote the station's value to our communities, assist 
with our fundraising, and support one another with program assistance and door 
entry while we've been short-staffed and 'locked out' - the ‘bullshit hassle’.  Let's 
keep up the team spirit! 

Questions from AGM:

Matt S. asks: ‘Will the SGPS default back to mandatory?’ Dinah answers: ‘The 
fees are already optional and have been for a while at SGPS. Bylaw change at 
SGPS.’
RHB asks: ‘When is projected date for Radio Theatre project?’ Dinah answers: 
‘Running five of them November 2020.’
Jordan K. asks about PSA: ‘Offers to do PSA, but how do we do it?’ ‘Dinah 
answers: starting up a group.’ RHB and CW also offer up that Radio Club wants 
to do more here as a fun social event



- Dinah does quick update on the referendum - on air we cannot advocate if we 
are not AMS members but play any PSAS

Motion to accept report, moved by Barb, seconded by Adam
Carried

10. Waiver of appointment of auditors/continuation of accountant for 
notice to readers.

Technical requirement - we must pass the appointment of auditor
Moved by Andrea, seconded by Hugh A.
Dave explains the process, Dinah, bookeeper and accountant team
- Matt S. asks: is this deterring an audit or in lieu of?  Andrea answers: it is 
suggested that we do have an audit. Dinah answers: an audit every five to 10 
years
- Eric asks: ‘Clarification: notice to readers is satisfactory to CRA?’ Dave: ‘Yes.’
Carried

11. New Business:
Dave wants to hear more from the volunteers about what they want
- Makes a request to get more work from volunteers - acknowledges that the 
amount of demands upon volunteers - but need to come up with more efforts to
get people more engaged, and take upon supporting the station - wants to 
build community
---
Over to crowd: 

Matt S. suggests - “Acknowledges constraints but what would work for him as a
volunteer, more direct asks to me or others on discrete projects - needs more 
specific and limited calls to action, not general or ongoing - can swing an hour 
a week for a closely framed and limited project

Rachael suggests - “Compilation of skill sets and competencies - specific tasks
need to be outlined.”

David suggests - “Sometimes delegation is necessary - group chats or limited 
chat groups about specific digital work groups.”

RHB suggests: - “knowing what needs to be done, the boards we have for 
minutes might need to be repurposed as physical calls to action, sign up, 
submit.”
Barb suggests: - “Everything needs to be accessible and open to all - do NOT 



rely upon sight alone.”

Dave wants to re-energize listserv - needs to be maintained or upgraded and 
compared against existing volunteers 

Eric D. suggests: - “Volunteer uptakes seems great and high level - more 
placement of volunteers in the station’s day to day tasks, or onto various 
shows.”

Dinah asks question of listserv - need an audit and expansion of listserv
- Andrea volunteers to support!

Matt S. suggests more volunteers meeting each other and doing things 
together - more support and communication 

Graeme has this to say: “I have been on the board for 4 years. These 
conversations are very similar and the problems are ongoing. A given. We are 
also always pressed for staff. A given - need for volunteer coordinator - some 
hours to assist with general coordination.”

Barb adds: ‘Asks what is the tag for twitter? Answer is: @CFRC!”

RHB - tag team office hours - to make connections between volunteers and 
provide support

Clean-up party - social experience - craving - from Frank and Rachael 

Alex suggests: ‘Couldn’t we meet more often? Organize a schedule?’ ‘Put it up 
online somewhere - get this centralized’ - Dave answers great idea who is 
going to do it.

Matt S. states: ‘I value social interaction but social interaction with a purpose.’ 
Also quick historical observation: ‘Volunteer organisation has been added.’

Cam adds: ‘Radio club wants to organize more social and targetted clean-up 
and administrative events.’ ‘These things were done before, and can be done 
again.’

David repeats the suggestion for digital - material.  

WHAT ARE THE ACTUAL NEXT STEPS?



Questions from RHB: How the hell do we clean the studio board?’ 

Dinah provides a quick update on website status 

- Barb offers to test the updated website to ensure website is accessible 

Jessica asks about undergrad contribution: 10-20 active volunteers, 17 are 
helping with the campaign, others are just around and support to the station 
occasionally - harder to know the numbers there - and podcasting - Dinah states 
10% are active on air, and lots more secondarily involved - and reminds the AGM
that there are lots of interested and volunteers, bringing in AGM, decrease of 
overall engagement but higher demand to participate in non-drinking 

Alex adds: ‘Wants to make sure students are aware we exist?’ and gets a 
massive upsurge of new interests, and then dropping off 
- additional support from other students on site, getting interested is easy, access
and support is difficult  - maybe suggestions for leaving open doors or at least be 
super intense about inviting 

-Dinah offers the success of the podcast as going on

- Matt S. just wants to offer that we are drifting, Barb seconds that we are drifting 
- but suggests that we more advertisement, more way finding 

Dave-thanks members for coming out and acknowledges the importance of 
volunteer ideas and feedback.  We will definitely follow up on ways we can do 
direct contact with folks about specific tasks.  Time and help from all are 
appreciated.  Minutes will be circulated.  

12. Adjournment  
Meeting is adjourned at 7:44 PM



Appendix: RQU Board of Directors:

Nana Boateng AMS Assembly Appointment

Chauntae De Gannes AMS Member-at-Large

Jessica Dahanayake AMS VP Operations Non-Voting

Uchitta Vashist SGPS Rep

Cameron Willis Club Community Appointment Secretary

Rachael Hunter-Brown/Deena Jacobs Co-Club Presidents

(Vacancy) Club AMS Rep

Dan Bradshaw Community Rep

Daniel Beals Community Rep

Lavie Williams University Staff Rep

(Vacancy) University Faculty/Staff Rep

Dinah Jansen Station Manager Non-Voting

(Vacancy) Station Staff Rep Non-Voting

Dave Cunningham CFRC Alumni President


